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Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy  
with the FreeHold Duo™ Retractor 
Introduction
The first laparoscopic cholecystectomy was reported in 1987, introducing an  
era of minimally invasive surgery for this common procedure. Advantages of the  
laparoscopic approach include reduced postoperative pain and recovery time  
and improved cosmesis.1,2 Since its introduction, the laparoscopic approach  
has been modified to reduce even further the number of incisions and trocars 
needed, while maintaining operative efficiency and good outcomes.3,4 This  
report describes the use of a totally intracorporeal retractor (FreeHold Duo™)  
that eliminates the need for mechanical retractors, additional incisions, and  
an assistant during laparoscopic cholecystectomy, even in challenging cases.  

Minimizing Invasiveness
Cholecystectomy requires upward retraction of the liver lobe to visualize  
and access the gallbladder. The conventional approach to retraction during  
laparoscopic cholecystectomy involves the insertion of an atraumatic grasper  
that is held by an assistant and requires an additional incision and/or port,  
increasing risks for wound complications. 

Conversely, suture-based methods of organ retraction are associated with fewer 
complications compared to mechanical retractors.5,6 And studies of approaches 
using fewer incisions and ports describe similar operative time, incidence of  
complications, and length of stay; improved cosmetic outcomes and body  
image; and less postoperative pain, compared to procedures using more ports.7-9 

An ideal method for retraction during laparoscopic cholecystectomy would lift 
the gallbladder and liver in a non-traumatic manner, providing adequate space 
for visualization and dissection for as long as required and without the need for 
additional ports or assistance. 

FreeHold Hands-Free Intracorporeal Retractors 
FreeHold Duo™ is an intracorporeal retractor that can be used in minimally  
invasive procedures. This simple retractor is fully adjustable, hands-free,  
completely intracorporeal, and enables full surgeon autonomy.

FreeHold Duo™ consists of two hook assembly (one adjustable, one fixed),  
connected by a length of suture that can be adjusted to provide appropriate  
tension. The device can be inserted through an existing 5mm trocar, eliminating  
the need for an additional incision, trocar, or robotic instrument. 

Using the adjustable hook, the surgeon controls the positioning and tension  
of the retractor. Sliding the release ring on the adjustable hook towards the  
hook with a grasper allows the suture to slide freely through the housing for  
easy adjustments. Once positioned, the surgeon has full use of both hands  
to perform the procedure, obviating the need for coordination with an assistant.  
The retractor can also be easily repositioned and the amount of tension  
adjusted as necessary, during the procedure. 
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Large or Elongated Gallbladders
Variations in the size, shape, and texture of the gallbladder can affect how easily it is grasped and retracted 
during cholecystectomy. One example is the large or elongated gallbladder, which may project beyond 
the liver margin and require additional maneuvers to maintain retraction during dissection. FreeHold Duo™ 
provides a simple approach to retraction in such cases, as illustrated in the following case study.

Case #1

A 49-year-old woman with a history of biliary pain presented with recent onset of periodic, paroxysmal 
right upper quadrant pain and occasional nausea and vomiting. Ultrasound identified 4mm gallstones in 
the cystic duct, pericholecystic fluid, and positive Murphy’s sign. The patient was admitted and scheduled 
for laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Following insufflation and insertion of the laparoscope, a large gallbladder was visualized extending 3cm 
below the liver margin (Figure 1). The FreeHold Duo™ works simply and effectively for retraction of the 
gallbladder in this setting.

Use of the FreeHold Duo™ for retraction of a large or elongated gallbladder may be accomplished as follows: 

•  Using a standard laparoscopic grasper with the left hand, lift the dome of the gallbladder to expose the 
side deep to the liver.

•  With the right hand, use a needle driver to grasp the fixed hook of the FreeHold Duo™ retractor. 

–  In my experience, it is most convenient to grasp the hook close to the plastic housing, maximizing the 
length of hook extending past the grasper. Hold the hook as one might hold a needle, with the hook 
perpendicular to the driver and facing upwards; this allows the surgeon to insert the hook with a twist  
of the wrist. 

•  Using the grasper in the left hand, lift the gallbladder and insert the fixed hook between the top one  
third and the center of the organ (Figure 2). Avoid inserting the hook laterally or below the center of  
the gallbladder. 

Figure 1.  Visualization of a large gallbladder, extending 3cm 
below the liver margin. Note FreeHold Duo™, which has been 
dropped through the insertion tube onto the liver. 

Figure 2.  Using a grasper, lift the dome of the gallbladder and 
insert the fixed hook into roughly the center of the organ using 
the needle driver. Note the technique of holding the fixed hook 
near the plastic housing, with the hook perpendicular to the driver. 
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•  Once the fixed hook is set, release the gallbladder from the grasper and grip the suture that extends from 
the fixed hook; pull on the suture to lift the gallbladder and liver (Figure 3).

•  While holding the suture with the grasper, use the needle driver to grasp and insert the adjustable hook 
into the upper-right corner of the diaphragm, ie, toward the patient’s right shoulder (see Figure 3). 

–  Surgeons may find the adjustable hook is best handled with a dedicated laparoscopic needle driver, 
rather than a grasper.

•  Once the adjustable hook is inserted in the diaphragm, continue to hold the suture near the fixed  
hook with the grasper and pull on the free end of the suture extending from the adjustable hook  
until the desired amount of retraction is achieved and the portal triad is exposed (Figure 4). 

•  If the retraction is not adequate, loosen the suture at the adjustable hook (or tighten, as appropriate). 
Once loosened, the surgeon can then adjust the fixed hook as necessary to correct the position of  
the gallbladder and then tighten the suture again by pulling on the free end.

•  Once the gallbladder is retracted, dissection of the ducts and vessels may be conducted as usual

–  Of additional benefit is the fact that the continual tension on the gallbladder allows for easy removal 
as tension is maintained back towards the adjustable hook while vessels and ducts are being dissected.

FreeHold Duo™ provides a simple and reliable method for retraction of the gallbladder for unassisted  
cholecystectomy. The key point with regard to a large or elongated gallbladder is to place the fixed  
hook between the top one third and the center of the gallbladder. This placement prevents torsion  
of the gallbladder and provides optimal exposure of the ducts and vessels. 

Figure 3.  Holding the suture close to the housing of the fixed 
hook, pull the gallbladder upward. The adjustable hook is then 
inserted into the upper-right diaphragm. 

Figure 4.  While holding the suture near the fixed hook and 
lifting the gallbladder, pull on the free suture end to tighten 
the suture and achieve desired retraction. 
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Necrotic Gallbladder
Gangrenous cholecystitis is one of the most severe forms of acute cholecystitis, occurring in approximately 
10% to 40% of patients with acute cholecystitis.10-12 Acute gangrenous cholecystitis has been associated 
with increased mortality and morbidity compared to non-gangrenous cholecystitis.12-14 Even in these  
challenging patients, studies have demonstrated superior safety with laparoscopic compared to open 
procedures14 and an advantage to early versus delayed intervention.15 

FreeHold Duo™ demonstrates advantages over mechanical retractors in this setting. The necrotic gallbladder 
tends to be thicker, denser, and is often distended,16,17 making it more difficult to hold with laparoscopic 
graspers. Unlike laparoscopic graspers, the fixed hook of the FreeHold Duo™ easily and securely anchors the 
necrotic gallbladder and, in my experience, very rarely causes any tearing of gallbladder tissues. 

Case #2

A 63-year-old man with a 20-year history of type 2 diabetes presents complaining of fever and acute right 
upper quadrant abdominal pain. CT was performed and identified dilated gallbladder with thickened walls, 
pericholecystic fluid, and large gallstones. No significant dilation of the common bile duct was found. Blood 
tests identified elevated white blood cells, but no elevations in serum bilirubin or transaminase levels. The 
patient was admitted, treated with IV antibiotics, and scheduled for cholecystectomy the following day. 

On insertion of the laparoscope, a necrotic gallbladder was identified, with gangrenous areas and extensive 
omental adhesions. Following adhesiolysis, FreeHold Duo™ was used in a method similar to the description 
above. The fixed hook was held with a needle driver, while the gallbladder was lifted with a grasper (Figure 5). 

The fixed hook was inserted into the center of the gallbladder, and the gallbladder was lifted by pulling on 
the suture (Figure 6) to allow the adjustable hook to be placed into the upper right part of the diaphragm 
(Figure 7). The suture length was adjusted by grasping the fixed hook and pulling on the free suture end  
to achieve adequate retraction (Figure 8). 

One difference with a necrotic gallbladder is that less tension may be required to achieve exposure, as  
the tissue may be weaker than non-necrotic tissue.

Figure 5. The necrotic gallbladder is held with a grasper for 
insertion of the fixed hook. Areas of gangrene can be seen  
along and around the gallbladder. Red areas are locations  
where omental adhesions were removed.

Figure 6. Pulling on the suture near the fixed hook to lift the 
gallbladder for insertion of the adjustable hook. 
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Clinical Pearls
FreeHold Duo™ is a hands-free retractor that is easy to use and provides excellent retraction during 
laparoscopic abdominal procedures. Advantages of the FreeHold Duo™ for laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
include: 

• Ease of use, even in challenging cases

• One less incision and trocar

• Reduced need for an assistant

• Adjustable tension and exposure

• Secure retraction, even with very large or necrotic gallbladders

One of the barriers to minimally invasive procedures is the time it takes operators to learn the technique. 
For example, one study of single-incision laparoscopic cholecystectomy found that some surgeons required 
up to 15 procedures to achieve proficiency with this technique.18 The learning curve with FreeHold Duo™ 
is brief; most surgeons should master its use within three or four procedures. In addition to being easy to 
learn to enhance a standard cholecystectomy, FreeHold Duo™ offers benefits in difficult cases by fostering 
consistency in technique through use in every case, regardless of circumstance.

Figure 7. Placement of the adjustable hook in the upper right 
diaphragm. 

Figure 8. Achieving optimal retraction of the necrotic gallbladder 
by pulling on the free suture end while holding the fixed hook. 
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